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MOMONDO DEVELOPS FEATURE FOR BUSINESS TRAVELLERS
L ondon in the morning, Paris in the afternoon and Brussels in the evening. As a bu sin ess
traveller, time is of essence and the need for flexibility enormous. That's why travel search
site momondo.co.uk has launched the feature ‘Ticket Class’ in its flight search, which allo ws
bu siness and long-distance travellers to choose th e class o f trip th at su its th em best.
Whether the meeting is held in London, Copenhagen or New York, it doesn’t make a big
difference, if you travel more than 100 days a year. Business travellers are constantly on the
move and a comfortable flight is essential, as well as flexibility, if meeting schedules suddenly
change.
The increasing demand for flexible tickets for both business- and long-distance- travellers is
now being met by travel site mo mon do , which now offers the ability to search by different
flight ticket class.
Users can filter search results based on travel class; qualify searches based on needs, and
thus save time in the booking process.
"We have a lot of users - both business and long-distance travelers - with lots of travel activity,
where flexibility in relation to both ticket and travel time is crucial. We are now trying to
accommodate the increasing demand for flexible flights the best we can by launching ticket type
search. In this way we can help our users to easily find the ticket that suits their needs," says Julie
Pedersen, spokesperson at mo mo n do .
Ticket Class Search is found on the front page of mo mondo. By using the filtering options, it
is also possible to search multiple travel classes simultaneously.
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Abo u t mo mo n do :
Travel site www.momondo.co.uk searches and compares millions of offers on flights, hotels
and car rental. mo mo n do was launched in 2006 and has been recommended by
international media such as the New York Times, CNN, NBC, CBS, The Daily Telegraph, The
London Sunday Times as well as the legendary travel guru Arthur Frommer. momo n do has
won several awards, including a flight comparison test in 2012 by Stiftung Warentest,
Germany’s independent product and services review. mo mo n do ’s mobile applications are
available for free on iPhone, Android and Blackberry

